Are you ready for
the future of work?
As the workplace becomes increasingly digital,
workflow automation plays a key role in preparing
for the future of work.
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of organisations
use remote or
external workers.*

of employees
spend their
time away from
their desks. *

of workers
prefer working
away from
their desks or
in more flexible
office settings.*

Paper-heavy processes must evolve into digitised workflow automation.
To help you get started, here is a step-by-step approach to
preparing for workflow automation:
Identify the gaps between
intended operations and the
current reality. Evaluate how you
use the spaces available to you.
Watch and document how people
work, not just where.
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Reinvent and innovate.
Discover what is happening
in other industries and with
emerging technologies.
Capture ideas and innovate.
Then go back to step one.

Ensure employees
and customers can
skip any unnecessary
manual interventions.
Use smart technology
and automation
tools to make your
employees’
lives easier.
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Test the workflow on
different devices and in
different connectivity
settings and with various
stakeholders. Troubleshoot
any issues that arise.

Digitise

Map your customer
journey, the employee
experience and
the document workflows
that connect them all.

Improve
and
Secure
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Create a blueprint
of your plan, with
your vision broken
up into manageable
“sprints”. Workflows
should be prioritised
by importance.

Evaluate, improve and
automate the first
workflows you plan
to digitise. Consider
the greater security
requirements needed
in the digital space.

Move into end to end digitisation.
Find the right technology to
execute your workflow.
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“Getting Ready for Future of Work: 8 Steps to Better Workflow Automation”
by Tech Research Asia

Find everything you need for a truly adaptable
and future-ready workplace.

ApeosWare
Management
Suite
Integrated
software
to manage
and operate
multifunction
devices and
printers.

Working Folder
A cloud service
hub for secure
and efficient
information
sharing
and print
management.

DocuWorks
Manage electronic
documents
easily—in the
office or on
the go.

Final Code
Integrate digital
rights management with your
Fuji Xerox MFD
to protect copyrights and secure
your documents.

Scan Delivery
Automate
routine tasks and
enable automatic
scanning and
sorting of paper
documents.

Fuji Xerox is here to help you redesign, deploy, and support
the workflow and processes you need to get your workplace
in shape for the times and meet your business objectives.
* “Getting Ready for Future of Work: 8 Steps to Better Workflow Automation” by Tech Research Asia. 2018.
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